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The Podgora battle - The best youth – Ecce Homo – Once upon a time on Carso
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High relief made of walnut wood
Size: 130cm x h130cm
24-05-2014



Protagonists were the feats of Rgt. Carabinieri of the King 
on 18 and 19 July 1915 in the attack with cold steel 
on the slopes of Podgora hill. 

The deployment emerges and takes action. 
Marching rapidly ... not toward the enemy trenches 
but over, without fighting, for the freest flight





High relief made of maple wood
Size: 60cm x h130cm
25-04-2014

soldiers magically come to life  and helping 
each other, rise up to gain freedom.

As judgments instead lie down the names of peaks 
in which there were the fiercest battles 

along the Isonzo river







Linden wood sculpture
Size: 40cm x h75cm
05-06-2014 

Jesus does not remain passive, 
but reacts to destiny. 
Trapped in a reticulated, 
with barbed wire that reaches the head 
to form a crown; is its own hand that 
tries to tear it off away... 
that reticulated that seems to continue 
its path to trap someone else





High relief made of linder wood
Size: 210cm x h73cm
weight: 80Kg
17-03-2015



inspired by facts of 29 June 1916 on “San Michele 
del Carso” hills: At 5:15 am the XI Italian Corps was 
surprised by poison gas and chemical weapons
as happened in Belgium in Ypres.

Melees in open field of incredible ferocity
raged in a unprecedented man vs man.

6000 bombole were opened towards the front line 
occupied by Italian battalions of the 21° 22°. 
Hungarians Divisions overwhelmed with bats 
dying infantrymen who resisted with unexpected angry



Dedicated to all those young people who, with their spirit and courage have inspired this work



http://fabius625.wixsite.com/fabio-benatti

I will be pleased if you visit my website; you will find my works with all of descriptions


